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Abstract. In this paper we present a coordination approach towards creating
and maintaining alignment between the business and its support systems. The
business objectives are related to the coordination of the outcomes of a number
of work practices. A practice is apprehended as an activity domain which is the
central construct in a new theory for coordinating human activity – the Activity
Domain Theory. In this theory the achievement of shared meaning among the
actors is in focus. The activity domain is constructed through an experiential
learning strategy which integrates shared meaning, processes, information
structures and support systems into a coherent whole. Some results from the
Ericsson telecommunication company are discussed.

Introduction
The challenges in aligning the business with the information systems (ISs) and IS
architectures supporting the business are well known (e.g. Earl, 1996; Opdahl, 1997;
Chan, 2002). Some of the reasons for the difficulties are the accelerated pace of
change, increased complexity of systems and a diversification of organizational
functions in terms of outsourcing, alliances formation, etc. These challenges are
further complicated by the fact that the alignment spans not only technical issues but
also social issues such as how to align different informal structures and organizational
cultures (Chan, ibid.). Moreover, alignment ventures have suffered from vagueness in
defining central concepts like business goal, business structure, informal organization
structure, etc. There is a lack of theories which provide an integrative view on
alignment and at the same time is possible to operationalize1.
The aim of this paper is to present a socio-technical coordination approach towards
creating and maintaining alignment. In this approach the business objectives are
inherently related to the product or services that the organization provide to its
customers or clients. The product in turn is seen as the result of coordinating the
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By operationalization we mean that the theory can be expressed in elements which can be
manipulated, measured or observed in a particular situation in order to influence this
situation.

outcomes of a number of cooperating work practices. Each work practice is organized
around a particular type of outcome which is needed in the overall product, such as
printed circuit boards and control software for a telecom exchange.
The reason for focusing on practices is that the practice has been suggested as a
proper Unit of Analysis where social and technical issues may be reconciled.
Practices are considered to be a materially mediated nexus of activity where the
“forms of individual activity depend on the practices in which people participate.”
(Schatzki, 2001:11). Thus, both the individual human mind and social order are to a
significant extent considered to be constituted within practices.
Taxén has suggested to structure work practices as activity domains (Taxén, 2003).
The activity domain is the central construct in a new theory for coordinating human
activity – the Activity Domain Theory (ADT) (Taxén, 2004). The activity domain
integrates coordinating elements of human activity into a coherent whole.
The activity domain construct enables us to conceive of alignment as follows. The
actors in a domain are actively constructing the social reality in that domain (Searle,
1995). The construction includes, among other things, the definition of business
processes, business process support (BPS) systems and the achievement of shared
meaning. By gradually adjusting these elements, the outcome of the domain is
coordinated with the outcomes of other activity domains and thus aligned with the
business objectives.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the elements of
the activity domain. This is followed by an account of applying the approach in
reconstructing the main business process at Ericsson, a major provider of
telecommunication systems world wide. In relation to this we also describe the
process model used, which is based on state flows rather than work flows. This is
followed by a discussion of the results.

The Activity Domain
In an activity domain actors are working together. Starting from certain prerequisites
the actors work on an object in order to produce a certain outcome. They have a
motive for coming together, which is the reason why the activity domain exists. The
object is the main driver for organizing the activity domain. Other elements of the
activity domain are:
• Contextuality and spatiality which is operationalized by a context model. This
model is an information structure which signifies the context of the activity domain
by articulating types of relevant phenomena, how they are characterized and how
they are related to each other. When this model acquires a shared meaning it
enables the actors to orient themselves in the activity domain. In the literature
models designations like `information model', `data model', `business model', etc.,
can be found. We apprehend such models as various types of context models, thus
highlighting their contextual nature.
• Domain transition which is operationalized by a transition model. This model is an
elaboration of the Specification Based Data Model suggested by Gandhi &

Robertsson (1992). The purpose of this model is to signify how different activity
domains interact.
• Temporality which is operationalized by a coordination model. This model
signifies the dependencies between the activities in the activity domain. It
corresponds to the definition of coordination according to Malone & Crowston
(1994:90). Business process models are examples of coordination models.
• Stability which is operationalized by a domain core. The domain core includes
such items of activity domain which provide stability, for example, routines, rules,
standards, norms, codes, etc.
• Tool-instrumentality which is operationalized by information systems. An IS is
regarded as an instrument which supports the activities in the domain. A BPS
system is an example of an IS. The models and the domain core are implemented
in one or several ISs. These constitute in relation to each other the IS architecture
in the domain.
The construction of the activity domain utilizes an experiential learning strategy
which can be summarized as follows (Kolb, 19984). A representative group of users
and IS designers suggest a first version of the models and the domain core which is
implemented in the ISs. The implementation is tried out in practice in, for example, an
ongoing development project. The experiences are reflected upon by the group and
modifications to the models and the domain core are suggested and implemented
anew.
In this iterative process, the models, the domain core and their implementations in
the IS are conceived of as composite signs (Innis, 1985) which gradually acquire
shared meaning among the actors. As a consequence the activity domain is in a state
of constant development. The IS, as well as the other elements, will never be
‘finalized’. This means that the IS development process should be conceived of as a
continuous redevelopment process which is active as long as the activity domain
exist. A similar approach has been suggested by Truex et al. (1999).
Related Theories
The ADT shares its action perspective with a number of other theories such as Actor
Network theory (e.g. Latour, 1991), Structuration theory (Giddens, 1984) and
Language Action Theory (e.g. Winograd & Flores, 1986; Dietz, 1994). Ontologically
and epistemologically these theories take a middle position between positivism and
anti-positivism as expressed by the pragmatist philosophy (Dewey, 1931; Wicks &
Freeman, 1998; Goldkuhl, 2004).
It is outside the scope of this paper to make a detailed comparison between the
ADT and these theories. However, we will shortly describe the connection between
the ADT and one of its main source of inspirations, the Activity Theory (AT) (e.g.
Engeström, 1999).
The ADT shares the philosophical underpinning with the AT. Like AT, the ADT is
inspired by a world view where socially organized labor is seen as the basic form of
human activity. In particular, the ADT is influenced by the perspective of the praxis.
Praxis can be defined as “the ontological centre of the individual’s interaction with
the objective reality and thus the locus of all human knowledge about reality. It is the

scene for the transformation of the objective into the subjective and the subjective into
the objective” (Kosík, 1976:71). This means that the aspects of object, outcome,
subject, community, tools, signs, symbols, division of labor, rules, etc. are also
present in the ADT. Also, the ADT shares with AT the emphasis on historicity and
change.
The main differences between the ADT and AT are as follows:
• The practice is structured differently in the two theories. The elements which
constitute the activity domain have no direct correspondence in the activity system
of the AT. Moreover, the ADT has been informing the design of ISs for supporting
exceptionally complex tasks such as the coordination of telecommunication
systems’ development (Taxén, 2003). The AT appears so far to have been used
mainly as an analytical perspective rather than as basis for operational methods for
the design of ISs (Berthelsen, 2001).
• The transition between practices is emphasized in the ADT. This is of vital
importance for the discussion of cooperating practices. In AT this aspect is not
evident.
• In AT the concept of mediation plays a key role. Human activity is mediated by
signs (semiotic activity) and tools (instrumental activity) (e.g. Engeström, 1999: 23
ff.). However, the distinction between semiotic and instrumental activity is
problematic (Bødker & Bøgh Andersen, 2004). In the ADT interaction is taken as
the main source of sense making, or semiosis (Bickhard & Terveen, 1995). This
leads to a position where instrumental and semiotic activities are variants of the
same pattern but with different kinds of emphasis. The fundamental nature of
mediation is seen as anticipations of interaction potentials, regardless of whether
that potential is semiotic or instrumental in character.
• In AT the discontinuous development of the activity system through contradictions
is emphasized. This aspect is not present in the ADT.

Some Results
The coordination approach has been applied in the analysis of the business process at
Ericsson. The existing process was specified by a traditional, work-flow based model
(Figure 1). Prerequisites are shown to the left and outcomes to the right. The flow
between the activities is shown as well as a set of states which shall be reached during
the execution of the process. In addition, various functional units carrying out the
activities are shown.
The signifying properties of this model are weak. For, example it is virtually
impossible to follow the state progression of a certain entity. The vagueness of the
model makes it fairly easy to obtain a superficial consensus about it since it leaves
room for individual interpretation. However, the different interpretations will become
major obstacle when implementing a BPS system based on this model.

Fig. 1. The work-flow based business process model

The business process was reconstructed using the coordination approach. First, the
Ericsson organization was analyzed in terms of activity domains. Four major domains
were identified: A: ‘Market and Sales’ working with customers and tenders, B:
‘Research and Development’ working with product development, C: ‘Supply’
working with producing the product against orders and D: ‘In Service Support’
working with installation and service. Starting from the work-flow model in Figure 1
the coordination model in Figure 2 was derived:

Fig. 2. The state based coordination model

The formalism used in the coordination model is called Information Flow Diagram
(IFD). An IFD consists of entities, their life-cycles, the activities and the
dependencies between the entities and activities. The entities are signified by boxes
piled up vertically to the left. The state progression of the entities is signified by states
along horizontal lines. At the bottom of the diagram the activities are outlined. It is
also indicated in which activity domain they are carried out. The dependencies
between the activities and the entities are signified by vertical arrows, which indicate
entities which are prerequisites for and outcome of a certain activity. Each outcome
results in a state change.
The IFDs belong to a class of process models called entity-based process models in
which the focus is on entity state progress (Humprey & Kellner, 1989). The IFDs

have several appealing qualities. First, the state progress of an entity is easy to follow.
Second, entity states provide a more stable control mechanism than activity states in
turbulent situations. Third, the dependencies between entities and activities are easier
to apprehend with IFDs. Thus, the achievement of shared meaning concerning the
process is easier as compared to the work-flow model once the basic nomenclature
has been grasped.
The coordination model needs to be compliant with a corresponding information
structure which signifies the context of the main Ericsson activity domain. This is
shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. A possible context model for the Ericsson activity domain

The context model includes the entities (shown to the left in the coordination
model) and their relationships, attributes, etc. In general, the context and coordination
models are interrelated in the sense that the context model constrains the coordination
model. For example, the ‘Solution’ entity includes the ‘Product’ entity which means
that the state progression order for these entities cannot be set independently of each
other. This is also shown in the coordination model.

Discussion
The coordination and context models are easily implemented in a modern IS2. The
most arduous task, however, is to achieve a shared meaning about these models and
their implementation. This is because there is no objective criteria against which their
validity can be judged. The only way to assert this is to try them out in practice. If
they are useful in contributing to the objectives of the organization they are
considered valid.
The discussion above is valid for each activity domain. For example, the product is
developed in the Research & Development activity domain. The actors in this domain
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At Ericsson the commercial Product Data Management (PDM) system Matrix from MatrixOne, Inc. was used.

will construct models and IS support according to their needs. This can be seen as
alignment of business objectives and support systems for that particular domain.
The interaction between domains implies that the transitions between them must be
defined. For example, the state progression of the product may differ between the
main activity domain and the Research & Development domain. In such a case these
sets must be mapped onto each other. This mapping is an example of elements in the
transition model in the ADT.
The suggested coordination approach means that the activity domain is regarded as
the central enabling construct in achieving alignment. The activity domain can be
seen as linking the business objectives to the business processes and BPS systems.
Moreover, the activity domain construct enables us to address the socio-technical
aspects of alignment. Process models and support systems are regarded as composite
signs for action which must acquire a shared meaning for the actors in action.
Otherwise coordinated action is not possible. A consequence of this is that each
domain will inevitably construct different social realities. Even if some parts of this
reality can be incorporated as ‘best practice’ form other domains, there will always be
some unique parts in every practice.
Furthermore, the approach suggests that all the elements in the ADT need to be
considered in the alignment. Aligning business process models and BPS systems is
not enough. Context models, domain transitions and stabilizing elements must also be
considered. Moreover, the interdependencies between these elements must be
managed. This implies that there is no precedence for one of these elements over the
other. For example, the process should not be apprehended as ‘containing’ the
information structures. Rather, they should be considered as independent elements
which are highly interrelated.
Finally, in the coordination approach the alignment process cannot be conceived of
as staged in a creation and maintenance phase. Rather, it is an ongoing process in
which the activity domains and their elements are constantly evolving.
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